


WOMENS FASTSKIN SUITS
The Fastskin collection aims to offer a range of racing suits that not only works with 
your body shape but also meets your personal swimwear preferences.

Both LZR Racer X and LZR Racer Elite 2 are available in 2 back options. 
Curved Backs will benefit from an open back to avoid air bubbles. Straight back’s will benefit from a closed back due to body 
positioning gained from extra coverage.

LZR RACER X KNEESKIN
Compression 

Technology

LZR RACER ELITE 2
Compression 

Technology

OPEN WATER BODYSKIN
Compression 

Technology 



LZR RACER ELITE 2 

The LZR Racer® Elite 2 features all-over suit 
compression creating a streamlined shape in the 
water, whilst the lightweight fabric stretches four 
ways so the suit feels comfortable like a second 
skin. Still worn by many world class swimmers.

ALL OVER COMPRESSION
Ultra lightweight patented fabric known as LZR 
Pulse+ compresses and sculpts your body into 
the optimal hydrodynamic shape.

FULLY BONDED SEAMS
Ultra sonically bonded seams reduce skin friction 
drag by 6% vs sewn seams.

COMFORT
Anti-chafe straps are softer, wider and feel more 
comfortable on the shoulders. 

DURABLE WATER REPELLANCE 
Water repelling technology that lasts 
40% longer.

OPENWATER

The Speedo Fastskin LZR Racer 2 Openwater suit has been designed 
to help swimmers defeat the challenges of open water swimming. The fabric 
offers all-over suit compression creating a streamlined shape in the water,
whilst the lightweight fabric stretches four ways so the suit feels comfortable
like a second skin.

ALL OVER COMPRESSION
Ultra lightweight patented fabric known as LZR Pulse+ compresses 
and sculpts your body into the optimal hydrodynamic shape.

FULLY BONDED SEAMS
Ultra sonically bonded seams reduce skin friction drag by 6% vs sewn seams.

COMFORT
Anti-chafe straps are softer, flatter and feel more comfortable on the 
shoulders. 

BODY POSITION 
Linked core support panels round the body , supports your lower 
abdominals + promote a more hydrodynamic shape and position in the water.

DURABLE WATER REPELLANCE 
Water repelling technology that lasts 40% longer.

GEL POCKETS
Loops on the suit allow you to keep gel’s secure and in easy reach. 

LZR RACER X
Speedo’s latest innovation and most premium suit available. Worn by Missy Franklin, 4 x Gold Olympic medallist. Developed 
by swimmers for swimmers. Increased targeted compression streamlines the body while support seams hold you higher in 
the water making you feel your fastest.



Competitive &
Swim Fitness 
Backs
With 6 back options across our Competitive and Swim 

choice.

High Leg

Medium Leg

Low Leg

Open Back

longer training 
session.

Muscleback

Thinstraps

thick ‘tan lines’ when 
swimming outdoors.

Rippleback

Classic Back
Aiding shoulder 
movement and 

training.

Powerback

Increased back 
coverage 
With additional bust 

and confi dence 
in the pool.

Kickback

Greater back 
coverage
With additional bust 
support, these suits 

active regular 
swimmer.

Racerback

Double Thinstrap
Combines an open back     

movement and style.

Double Crossback

Crossback

shoulder fl exibility.

Crossback



Designed
to last longer

Polyester fi bres which help to provide 
high chlorine resistance

the sun

UV Protection
Resistant



Fits like new 

Now with new Creora® ™  elastane with 
higher chlorine resistance than standard elastane

Superior Fit UV ProtectionChlorine Resistant

resistance

CREORA is a registered trade 



ENDURANCE®10
Featuring new Creora® Highclo™ 
elastane with higher chlorine resistance 
than standard elastane  
swim fabrics. Designed for ultimate 
comfort and fit retention swim after 
swim. Quick drying and smooth  
to the touch.

Woven  Nylon
Also known as Polyamide, nylon is a 
synthetic fibre. Nylon is lightweight, 
strong and abrasion resistant.  
Water resistant to improve dry time.

ENDURANCE®+
Speedo’s most durable fabric providing 
100% chlorine resistance with a high 
level of snag and fade resistance. 
Excellent comfort and fit properties. 
The ultimate in durability.

Yarn Dyed Check
Uses historical woven fabric methods 
to bring traditional checks into the 21st 
century. Eye catching designs and 
fabric durability with soft touch.

Speedo Sculpture®

A soft, supple knitted  
power fabric that shapes the body. 
XTRA LIFE LYCRA® fibre offers 
increased chlorine resistance to last 
longer than swimwear fabrics using 
ordinary elastane.

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA.

Fabric Abbreviations

Code Fibre Name

PA Polyamide (Nylon)

PL Polyester

PP Polypropylene (Polyolefin)

PU Polyurethane

EA  Elastane (Europe)

PBT  Polybutylene 
 Terephthalate

Peached Polyester
Peaching helps to create a smoother 
softer hand feel on the fabric surface, 
increasing comfort. Water resistant to 
aid dry time.

Swimwear Fabrics

Watershorts Fabrics

Glossary of Fabrics



Streamline Positioning

Body Positioning Swimwear
At Speedo we understand how important creating the optimum body position in the water is and how that 
position can deliver an improved swim.  That is why we have developed our most advanced body positioning 
swimwear range yet.

A good swim technique is essential to help you 
get the most from your swim and this is helped 
by having a good body position

Keeping your body horizontal in the water 
minimizes drag and energy - your core helps 
you maintain the correct position

The better your body position, the more stable 
you will be and more able to propel yourself 
through the water faster

By engaging your core muscles and keeping 
them tight, you can help lock your body in the 
right position. This makes it easier to maintain 
a horizontal and more efficient swim position 
for longer

We have worked with the world’s leading athletes, coaches, sports scientists and physiotherapists to help us 
understand the art of swimming and enable us to understand how our swimwear can help you perfect your 
body position.



Enhances muscle control
and promotes better
body positioning.

Integral 360  mesh bra

Enhanced comfort with
softer and smoother straps

Dynamic Core Compression 360   Bust Support

Comfort Straps

Body Positioning Swimwear

Power Form 
Compression
Dynamic compression is created through the 
placement of Power Form Compression contours.  
Placement creates high compression in some areas 
and lighter compression in others to improve  your 
body position in the water.

New for
2017 



Internal power mesh panels 
encourage key muscle 
awareness and promote better 
body positioning

Enhanced comfort with softer 
and smoother straps

Core Muscle Support

Comfort Straps

Power Mesh Panels 
Support Your Core

360˚ Bra
to Support
Your Bust

Body Positioning Swimwear

Power Mesh 
Panels

Designed using the technology and design from our 
elite racing suit, Fastskin LZR X.

Core support is created by power mesh panels 
and seams inspired by Fastskin LZR X.

Integral 360  mesh bra

360   Bust Support



Tummy 
Control

Bust 
Support

All-over  
Body Shaping

All-over Body Shaping

Our exclusive lightweight fabric has 
been swim tested internationally. 
85% of women agreed it provided 
shaping without compromising on 
comfort and 90% that it gave them 
a smoother silhouette.*

* International swim test with 48 women

Visual Shaping

This is what helps to make 
Speedo Sculpture styles so 
flattering. Each style has its own 
unique visual detailing such as 
colour signposting, contrasting 
panels, specific necklines and 
under bust seaming.

Single Layer Fabric

Unlike most other shaping 
swimwear, there are no multiple 
layers of fabric that can become 
heavy and sag as they soak up 
water. The Speedo Sculpture 
fabric has enough technology 
in a single layer, to provide a 
smoother silhouette without 
compromising on comfort.

Chlorine Resistance

Made using Xtra Life LYCRA fibre 
which lasts up to 10 times longer 
than traditional fabrics.

XtrazRA® is a trade mark of INVISTA

Look great 
Love swimming

Tummy
Control

Bust
Support

All-over
Body Shaping

















































MENS FASTSKIN SUITS
The Fastskin collection aims to offer a range of racing suits that not only works with 
your body shape but also meets your personal swimwear preferences.

Both LZR Racer X and LZR Racer Elite 2 are available in 2 waist heights.
Swimmers with a long torso will benefit from the high waist jammer. The extra 3cm of coverage helps to support a better body 
position. Breaststrokers are likely to prefer low waist jammer as it provides more hip flexibility.

LZR RACER X JAMMER
Compression 

Technology

LZR RACER ELITE 2 JAMMER
Compression 

Technology

OPEN WATER BODYSKIN
Compression 

Technology



LZR RACER ELITE 2

The LZR Racer® Elite 2 features all-over 
suit compression creating a streamlined 
shape in the water, whilst the lightweight 
fabric stretches four ways so the suit feels 
comfortable like a second skin.

ALL OVER COMPRESSION
Ultra lightweight patented fabric known 
as LZR Pulse+ compresses and sculpts 
your body into the optimal hydrodynamic 
shape.

FULLY BONDED SEAMS
Ultra sonically bonded seams reduce skin 
friction drag by 6% vs sewn seams.

COMFORT
Anti-chafe straps are softer, wider and feel 
more comfortable on the shoulders. 

DURABLE WATER REPELLANCE 
Water repelling technology that lasts 40% 
longer than previous suits.

OPENWATER

The Speedo Fastskin LZR Racer 2 Openwater suit has been designed to help 
swimmers defeat the challenges of open water swimming. The fabric offers 
all-over suit compression creating a streamlined shape in the water, whilst the 
lightweight fabric stretches four ways so the suit feels comfortable like a 
second skin.  

ALL OVER COMPRESSION
Ultra lightweight patented fabric known as LZR Pulse+ compresses and sculpts 
your body into the optimal hydrodynamic shape.

FULLY BONDED SEAMS
Ultra sonically bonded seams reduce skin friction drag by 6% vs sewn seams.

COMFORT
Anti-chafe straps are softer, flatter and feel more comfortable on the shoulders. 

BODY POSITION 
Linked core support panels round the body , supports the lower abdominals + 
promote a more hydrodynamic shape and position in the water.

DURABLE WATER REPELLANCE 
Water repelling technology that lasts 40% longer.

GEL POCKETS
Loops on the suit allow you to keep gel’s secure and in easy reach. 

LZR RACER X
Speedo’s latest innovation and most premium suit available. Worn by Florent Manaudou, the fastest man in the pool (current world 
champion in the 50m Free). Developed by swimmers for swimmers. Increased zonal compression streamlines the body while 
support seams hold you higher making you feel your fastest.



Streamline Positioning

Body Positioning Swimwear
At Speedo we understand how important creating the optimum body position in the water is and how that 
position can deliver an improved swim.  That is why we have developed our most advanced body positioning 
swimwear range yet.

A good swim technique is essential to help you 
get the most from your swim and this is helped 
by having a good body position

Keeping your body horizontal in the water 
minimizes drag and energy - your core helps 
you maintain the correct position

The better your body position, the more stable 
you will be and more able to propel yourself 
through the water faster

By engaging your core muscles and keeping 
them tight, you can help lock your body in the 
right position. This makes it easier to maintain 
a horizontal and more efficient swim position 
for longer

We have worked with the world’s leading athletes, coaches, sports scientists and physiotherapists to help us 
understand the art of swimming and enable us to understand how our swimwear can help you perfect your 
body position.



Body Positioning Swimwear

Power Form 
Compression
Dynamic compression is created through the 
placement of Power Form Compression contours.  
Placement creates high compression in some areas 
and lighter compression in others to improve  your 
body position in the water.

Enhances muscle control and 
promotes better body positioning

Provides added comfort 
and security

Highlights key muscles to 
promote better positioning

Dynamic Core and 
Leg Compression

“V” Cut Seams

Stability Seams

New for
2017 



Body Positioning Swimwear

Power Mesh 
Panels

Designed using the technology and design from our 
elite racing suit, Fastskin LZR X.

Compression panels encourage 
leg and core muscle awareness

Provides added comfort 
and security

Highlights key muscles to 
promote better positioning

Core Stability “V” Cut Seams

Stability Seams

Core support is created by power mesh panels 
and seams inspired by Fastskin LZR X.

Power Mesh
Panels Support

Your Core

Compression Panels 
Support Major Leg Muscles









































Watershorts

versatile and stylish; our watershorts 

holiday wear. 

Pocket drainage

Thanks to their clever pocket drainage 
system, our watershorts won’t waterlog, fi ll 
with sand or become heavily weighed down 

Comfort

Water repellent

“Water-logging” is prevented, meaning our 
watershorts will stay light and easy to move in 

Fabric

strengthened seams, meaning they can 
withstand beach and pool activities. 

Quick drying 

quickly

Stylish

range includes remixed classics and eye-
catching new prints.





















Flipturns
Train hard. Play hard. 

Get noticed in bright, eye-catching prints.
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